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Interview questions 

A. General information 

1. Title: Vice Executive Director 

2. Organization: Foundation (until 2013) 

3. Organization type: Foundation 

4. Organization location: Helsinki, Finland 

 

B. Interview questions  

1. What is the value of the database?  

- For Foundation? - Income 

- For external researchers?  

- Reserchers in history to understand - “what has been successful, why and 

why not?”, “what are typical inventions for a certain period of time” 

- For individual inventors?  

- Possible to see what has been already invented, maybe something has 

been taken too early to the market, market not being ready.  

- Possibility to get ground on own inventions or modifying own inventions … 

however, it is possible to get the same from patent registry. Espacenet 

(free) enables to discover what similar is there already, is it possible to get 

patent protection for invention 

- In addition, to search for potential partners. 

- LIsäksi voisi etsiä potentiaalisia kumppaneita. 

- Others? 

 

2. What value would external users gain from using this database? 

- Historical information 

 

3. Do you think that external users would pay for the access for this database? 

- Not necessary 

- The landscape for inventions is difficult, it is also difficult to gain commercial model for 

this. 

- Possible to gain some financial compensation, not much 

 

4. What would motivate Foundation to open/share this database? 

- Possibility to earn money 

- Societal benefit, to share knowledge for pubic good 

- However, database is about past knowledge, thus more of lecture material 

 



5. What kind of opportunities would the opening of this database provide to 

Foundation/potential external users? 

- See above 

 

6. Is there need for new functionalities to improve the exploitation of the database?  

- Depends on the specific need for the database 

- Currently, the generic view is easy to gain, however more detailed view takes time 

- At least there is need for additional guidelines  how to use 

 

7. Are there any hinders for potential external users to exploit this database? 

- Confidential data (personal information, inventions) 

 

8. What would be the ways to solve possible hinders? 

- For research there are clear rules 

- However, if one wants to reveal invention specific information, a written 

permission needs to be gained from invention owner 

- Alternatively, it is possible only to tell about invention based on publicly available 

information 

 

9. What would be the best way to utilize the database to exploit its value in the future? 

- Once the foundation does not gain pay-back funding, to place the database in 

National Archive? Or to destroy information (ensures confidentiality) 
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